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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report contains the design of the ERAUDB "Electrolightning Aerospace (EA)" entry to the 20152016 AIAA DBF competition. A Production Aircraft (PA) named GatorTot and a Manufacturing Support
Aircraft (MSA) named Big Bertha, were produced to complete three airborne missions and one rapid
assembly ground mission as reflected in the 2015-2016 DBF Rules.
1.1. DESIGN SUMMARY
The vehicles are designed to maximize scoring through design, production, and documentation.
Both airplanes are low-wing, tail-dragger, tractor-propulsion aircraft to minimize Rated Aircraft Cost (RAC)
and maximize mission performance. The propulsion subsystem and several aerodynamic parameters were
determined to minimize the RAC. Finally, a detailed design process was undertaken to determine the final
configurations of both aircraft.
1.2. KEY MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND ASSOCIATED DESIGN FEATURES
To maximize the score, mission scoring focused on the reduction of the RAC. Described below are
key design features that have the greatest impact on the total score.
Battery Weight: Battery weight is a primary parameter that drives the total score, second only to
the technical report score. Consequently, the size of both aircraft, propellers, motors, and batteries were all
selected through research and testing to reduce battery weight.
Number of PA Subassemblies: As a secondary score driver, the number of structural
subassemblies for Mission 2, N, is a key design feature. The N value creates conflicts: lower values drive
increase MSA structural and battery weight, but higher values directly divide total score. By choosing a
value of N = 2, this conflict was minimized.
Structural Weight:

Structural weight of both aircraft are tertiary factors in the RAC. As structural

weight increases, drag and battery weight increase. To reduce weight a conventional, low wing built of
balsa and basswood was chosen.
Stability and Control:

Cessna field in Wichita, KS has relatively high winds that have affected

many DBF aircraft. Conventional aircraft configurations were chosen for both aircraft to ensure proper three
dimensional stability and flight control, while allowing for quick prototyping, and flight-testing.
1.3. PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF SYSTEM SOLUTION
We designed the airplanes with performance goals based on the competition flight requirements, and
ended up with the following real world test results.
-

PA

-

MSA

o

40ft loaded takeoff distance

o

42ft empty takeoff distance

o

54ft/s loaded cruise speed

o

58ft loaded takeoff distance

o

3.06lb empty weight

o

50ft/s empty cruise speed

o

5.26lb loaded weight

o

58ft/s loaded cruise speed

o

8.53lb empty weight

o

11lb loaded weight
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The desired performance was achieved using a 0.618 lb battery in the PA and a 1.22 lb battery in
the MSA. This gives an estimated RAC value of 17.46 lb2, for a maximum total score of 103.

Figure 1.1 Both Aircraft in flight: MSA on left, PA on right.
2. M ANAGEMENT SUMMARY
The EA team is made up of 24 ERAUDB students: six seniors, four juniors, ten sophomores, and four
freshmen. 13 team members are returning from the 2014-2015 team, and five team members have two or
more DBF cycles’ experience. This coalition of personnel created an affluence of technical knowledge to
transmit information from one team generation to another, which increases team efficiency.
2.1. TEAM ORGANIZATION
An administrative structure was established to establish leadership, information, and responsibility
flow to all DBF team members. This structure was thin-walled because constant communication existed
across the entire team and was not restricted to subteams. The various tasks were divided among three
subteams: Airframe Design (ADS), Propulsion Design (PDS), and Manufacturing (MS). The role of the ADS
was to establish the design parameters to minimize the RAC and satisfy the mission requirements. ADS
members were well versed in aircraft stability and control, aeronautical structure design best practices,
communication, and problem solving. The role of the PDS was to develop a propulsion system that
minimizes the RAC and satisfies the flight power requirements. PDS member skill included communication,
wind tunnel data analysis, electrical engineering and a broad understanding of aircraft performance. The
role of the MS was to manufacture aircraft that align with the ADS documentation and permit the propulsion
subsystem integration. MS members had excellent manual skills, strong time management skills, and
outstanding communication skills. The hierarchy of the team is defined in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Team Organization Chart

2.2. MILESTONE CHART
A Gantt chart was created to establish objectives. This plan was revised when rules for DBF were
released in August, indicating that two aircraft were required to meet the mission requirements. This scope
change reduced the number of design cycles that could be completed in the Period of Performance (PoP).

Figure 2.2 Milestone Chart
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
In the conceptual portion of the design process, AIAA’s competition regulations (ACR) are
translated into conceptual design requirements (CDRs), in order to define preliminary design requirements
(PDRs). The combination of configurations is then analyzed. A selection was made through numerical
selection matrices and conceptual trade studies.
3.1. MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND SCORING
The mission requirements and scoring method are described in the DBF Rules and Vehicle Design
Regulations. Seven performance requirements are defined by the three flight and bonus ground missions.
Table 3.1 Product Performance Specifications Derivation
Mission

1) Manufacturing
Support
Arrival
Flight

2) Manufacturing
Support Delivery
Flight

3) Production
Aircraft Flight

4) Bonus Ground
Mission

PDRs

Supporting CDRs

1) The MSA will have a cruise
speed greater than or equal to
42 feet per second.

Mission 1 requires that the MSA complete 3 course
laps in 300 seconds. One lap is approximated at
2,250 feet in length. This speed threshold also
accounts for an average April Wichita, KS wind of
17.6 ft/s and 1.1 factor of safety. A constant head
wind was assumed. The flight missions must be
completed in sequence to earn a flight score.

2) The PA, less its payload
and batteries, will serve as the
MSA's
internal
payload.
3) The MSA will transport all
PA subassemblies a distance
of one course flight lap in 600
seconds.
4) The MSA internal volume &
PA sizing will relate in a way
that allows for Mission 2
completion using Mission 1's
speed threshold.
5) The PA will have a cruise
speed greater than or equal to
42
feet
per
second.
6) The PA will be capable of
carrying a 2.2 lbf payload in
the form of a 32 fl. oz.
Gatorade bottle.
7) The PA will be capable of
being completely assembled
from a disassembled state in
less than two minutes.

To obtain a score for Mission 2, Mission 1 must first
be completed. Therefore, Mission 1 requirements
should take priority over Mission 2. This
information supports the derivation for Product
Requirement 4.

Mission 3 requires that the PSA complete 3 course
laps in 5 minutes. One lap is approximated at 2,250
feet. This cruise speed requirement also accounts
for an average April Wichita, KS wind of 17.6 ft/s
and a factor of safety of 1.1. A continuous head
wing was assumed. The weight of the Gatorade
was found by measuring it with a scale.
Complete assembly is defined as the state of being
flight ready, including propulsion subsystem, flight
control subsystem, airframe structure, and payload
integration.

The scoring method is mathematically described within the DBF Rules by Equation 3.1.
jklmn opkqr =

srtkql opkqr ∗ {vw ∗ vx ∗ vy + v{k|}~ }
s€•

Equation 3.1
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Table 3.2 Variable Descriptions
Variable

Description

Mn

The respective flight mission score using Figure 3.1.1 nomenclature.

E1
E2
B1
B2
N
S1
S2
RAC

The empty weight of the PA. (E; = B; + S; )
The empty weight of the MSA. (E = B + S )
The battery weight of the PA
The battery weight of the MSA.
The number of components the PA is broken into for Mission 2.
The weight of the PA excluding the battery weight.
The weight of the MSA excluding the battery weight.
The Rated Aircraft Cost.
> = (] ∗ a; ∗ \; ) + (a ∗ \ )

Using the additional information from Table 3.2, Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as:
jklmn opkqr =

srtkql opkqr ∗ {vw ∗ vx ∗ vy + v{k|}~ }
{‚[{w ow + {w x ]} + {{x ox + {x x }

Equation 3.2

Flight mission scoring assignments were investigated to create a scoring analysis. Key
assumptions regarding RAC factors were derived from previous DBF experiences. The potential flight
mission scoring outcomes are shown in Table 3.3.
The first key assumption regarding the RAC is that B1 is the only controllable variable. This
assumption is derived from the idea that in constant speed, level flight, structural weight increases as total
PA weight, S1, increases. Minimizing drag, minimizes thrust required, reducing the needed electric power
and battery weight. Besides the Gatorade payload, it is assumed B1 will contribute the largest singlecomponent weight percentage in the PA; therefore, B1 is the primary weight driver for S1. In turn, S1 drives
the weight of S2. Past DBF design experiences show that as an aircraft’s required structural weight
increases, the propulsion battery weight required also increases, usually by a percentage greater than that
of the increase in structural weight. Because of this, minimizing B1 will propagate through the RAC and
maximize the total score.
N is a multiplier within the RAC and it also has the potential to dictate the number of laps necessary
for M2, the highest single-mission scoring weight as shown in Table 3.3. These points drive the third key
RAC assumption: by designing for N=2, B2 will be driven by M1 because M1 will require 3 course laps, but
with N=2, only two course laps are required for M2. It is assumed that flying two M2 laps will consume less
electric power than flying 3 M1 laps, despite the difference in GTOW. This assumption will be validated in
Section 4.3; the chance of a catastrophic crash damaging both the PA and MSA is also reduced compared
to higher lap counts. Additionally, from a conceptual perspective, making N=2 should simplify disassembly
and reassembly which is applicable for the satisfaction of PDR 7 in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.3 Scoring Outcomes and Corresponding Situations
Mission

Potential Scoring
Outcome

1) Manufacturing
Support Arrival
Flight
2) Manufacturing
Support Delivery
Flight

2
0.1
4
1
0.1
2

3) Production
Aircraft Flight

1
0.1

4) Bonus Ground
Mission

2
0

Use Case Description
MSA (no payload) completes 3 laps within 5 minutes
and completes a successful landing.
MSA does not attempt or complete a successful flight.
MSA transports all PA sub-assemblies one course laps
within 10 minutes and completes a successful landing
MSA transports less than all of the PA sub-assemblies
within 10 minutes and completes a successful landing.
MSA does not attempt or complete a successful flight.
PA completes 3 laps within 5 minutes with 32 fl. oz.
Gatorade bottle as payload with a successful landing.
PA completes less than 3 laps in 5 minutes with 32 oz.
Gatorade bottle as payload with a successful landing.
PA does not attempt or complete a successful flight.
PA is converted from sub-assemblies to complete
assembly and passes wing tip lift test in under 2
minutes.
Any other result.

In contrast with past DBF competitions, the scoring outcomes can be abbreviated and investigated
as a pass/fail format given the wording of the mission requirements and the scoring assignments shown
above, simplifying scoring analysis. By assuming that the Report Score will be 100% and that the aircraft
will be designed to complete the missions successfully, the RAC becomes the only component of Equation
3.1 effecting the Total Score. This makes it necessary to assign RAC factor prioritization. By combining the
RAC and flight mission scoring analyses, the design requirements in Section 3.2 could be derived.
3.2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Table 3.4 describes the RAC factor prioritization established from the assumptions in Section 3.1.
The affecting design features shown drive the design requirements that will be addressed in depth in
preliminary design. With respect to the RAC minimization and Total Score maximization, the magnitudes of
the RAC factors in Table 3.4 must be minimized. The preliminary design requirements in Table 3.1 were
derived to achieve this goal. In Section 4, these Level 1 requirements will be traced back to one or more of
the seven CDRs described in Table 3.1 and more in-depth requirements will be derived from the Level 1
requirements. This will allow for traceable, testable requirements architecture for the complete system
design that is rooted in empirical data and past design experiences. The level one requirements shown
below were assigned numerical values based on consider concepts and an RAC impact assessment.
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Table 3.4 RAC Factor Prioritization
Design
Priority

Factor

Justification

1

B1

B1 drives S1; S1 drives S2; S2
implicitly drives B2; B1 and B2 are
squared in RAC.

2

N

N is a multiplier of B1 squared in
RAC.

3

B2

B2 implicitly contributes to S2 and its
own weight requirement; B2 is
squared in RAC.

4

S1

S1 is a driver for S2; S2 implicitly
drives B2; B2 is squared in the RAC.

5

S2

S2 is dependent on several of the
other variables in the RAC.

Design Features Affecting Variable
1a) PA drag/thrust required
1b) PA battery weight limit
1c) PA flight time required
1d) PA propulsion subsystem efficiency
2) Number of PA sub-assemblies/PA
geometry selections
3c) Structural weight of PA
3b) MSA battery weight limit
3c) MSA’s drag/thrust required
3d) Flight time required
3e) MSA’s propulsion subsystem efficiency
4a) PA structural weight
4b) PA flight performance requirements
4c) Payload orientation
5a) PA geometry selections
5b) Value of N

Table 3.5 Preliminary Design Requirements from RAC Factor Prioritization and Product Requirements
Design Feature

Level 1 Derived Design Requirement

1a) PA Thrust Required

The PA airframe cruise drag will be less than 0.75lbf.
The PA propulsion battery weight will be less than or
equal to 0.70 lbf.
The PA cruise speed will be greater than 42 ft/s.
The PA static thrust to weight ratio will exceed 0.30.
The PA airframe will be separable into two
components.
The PA empty weight less the propulsion battery will
be less than or equal to 2.8 lbf.
The MSA propulsion battery weight will be less than or
equal to 1.50 lbf.
The MSA airframe cruise drag will be less than 3.0 lbf
at cruise.
The MSA cruise speed will be greater than 42 ft/s/.

1b) PA Battery Weight limit
1c) PA Flight Time
1d) PA Propulsion Efficiency
2) Number of PA subassemblies
3a) Structural weight of PA
3b) MSA battery weight limit
3c) MSA Thrust Required
3d) MSA flight time
3e)
MSA
Propulsion
Efficiency

Requirement
ID
PA_L1_1
PA_L1_2
PA_L1_3
PA_L1_4
PA_L1_5
PA_L1_6
MSA_L1_1
MSA_L1_2
MSA_L1 _3

The MSA static thrust to weight ratio will exceed 0.30.

MSA_L1_4

4a) MSA Structural Weight

The MSA structural weight less the propulsion battery
weight will be less than or equal to 6.0 lbf.

PA_L1_7

4b) PA Flight Performance
Requirements

The PA airframe will endure G-loads up to 3Gs.

PA_L1_8

4c) Payload orientation
5a) PA Geometry Selection
5b) Value of N

The 32 fl. oz. Gatorade payload will be oriented
longitudinally.
The PA airframe will be capable of assembly to flightready from a state of component separation in less
than 120 seconds.
The MSA will transport the PA as two separate
subassemblies stowed internally in two course laps.

PA_L1_9
PA_L1_10
MSA_L1_5
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3.3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND SELECTION
To correctly conduct a conceptual design configuration selection process, a numerical method of
analysis was needed. With the aid of the RAC Factor Prioritization numerical weighting values were
assigned to multiple points of interest in several configuration selection matrices. These matrices allowed
for a truly objective, conceptual approach to the design problems. Influences on the item weighting
assignments came from consultations with multiple ERAU Aerospace Engineering faculty and research
among AIAA technical papers and books such as Ref. 1. The research was complimented by past ERAU
DBF team members’ design and manufacturing experiences.
Prior to completing the matrices below, it was established that if any top-two configurations were
scored within two points of each other, an in depth conceptual trade study would be performed to guarantee
the selection of the best configuration. Using this “two-point rule,” five trade studies were carried out, and
they are described in Section 3.4. This approach allowed for an analytical validation of the conceptual
designs of both the PA and MSA.
Within the scope of the DBF competition, two considerations are made with respect to product cost.
Engineers developing the aircraft and documentation described in this report are also full time university
students whose time is in high demand. The first element of cost is “time cost.” Time cost is inclusive of
design and physical construction time of various aircraft components. By reducing time cost, engineers are
able to perform more iterations throughout the design process. The second element of cost is a true dollar
amount associated with constructing different configurations. A smaller weight results in smaller budgetary
requirements due to using less material. In Section 3.4, Manufacturability is the category of the decision
matrices that accounts for time and dollar costs as well as payload accommodations.
3.4. CONSIDERED AND DISCARDED CONCEPTUAL CONFIGURATIONS

Table 3.6 PA General Configuration Selection Matrix
Category

Weighting

Conventional

Empty Weight
Speed
Take-off Rotation
Maneuverability
Manufacturability
Battery Weight
Number
of
Components

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.8
1

1
3
2
2
1
1

Flying
Wing
4
5
6
6
5
5

3
1
4
5
4
3

BlendedWing-Body
5
4
5
4
6
4

0.9

1

5

4

3

6

2

Total

7.4

25.9

17.4

22.4

21.9

12.1

Delta

Biplane

Canard

6
6
1
1
2
6

2
2
3
3
3
2

Table 3.7 PA Wing Configuration Selection Matrix
Category
Modularity
Structural Weight
Structure/Payload Interaction

Weighting
1
0.9
0.7

Low-Wing
2
1
1

Mid-Wing
3
2
3

High-Wing
1
3
2
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Category
Manufacturability
Roll Stability

Weighting
0.8
0.6
Total

Low-Wing
2
3
7

Mid-Wing
3
2
10.5

High-Wing
1
1
6.5

Table 3.6 was created to determine the best general configuration for the PA. The weighting
category was derived and prioritized based upon the scoring analysis and RAC factor prioritization. Six
configurations were selected for comparison and were rated on a scale from one to six with one being the
best in each category. The decision matrix definitively indicated that a conventional configuration was best
for the PA’s mission profile.
The two point rule applies to Table 3.7. An in-depth conceptual trade study will be discussed later
where the PA’s final wing configuration selection is made. Modularity is defined as, “the ability to use
exchangeable parts or options in the fabrication of an object.” In this context, modularity is applicable to the
ability to geometrically break down the PA to fit within the cargo bay of the MSA.
Table 3.8 MSA General Configuration Selection Matrix
Category

Weighting

Conventional

Flying
Wing

Delta

Empty Weight
Speed
Take-off Distance
Maneuverability
Manufacturability
Battery Weight
Internal
Cargo
Capacity

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.9

2
2
2
4
1
2

1
5
5
6
5
3

5
1
6
5
4
6

BlendedWingBody
3
4
4
2
2
1

1

2

5

3

Total

10.4

21.4

21.8

Biplane

Canard

6
6
1
1
3
5

4
3
3
3
6
4

1

3

4

11.4

18.8

20.3

Above, Table 3.8 initially indicates that a conventional configuration is the best selection for the
MSA, but a trade study must be executed. In contrast with the PA, the MSA design must have a greater
emphasis on accommodating the PA as internal cargo. This point and the RAC prioritization drove the
weighting of the categories shown. Values were assigned to the various configurations after reviewing
several pieces of aeronautical design literature.
Table 3.9 MSA Wing Configuration Selection Matrix
Category
Structure/Payload Interaction
Structural Weight
Manufacturability
Roll Stability

Weighting
1
0.8
0.7
0.9
Total

Low-Wing
1
1
2
3
5.9

Mid-Wing
3
2
3
2
8.5

High-Wing
2
3
1
1
6
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Similar to the PA, the MSA required a decision matrix for its main wing positioning on the fuselage.
However, unlike the PA, a low-wing configuration narrowly won over high-wing. Should a conventional
configuration be selected, a trade study of wing configurations for the MSA will be executed.
Figure 3.1, right, graphically shows a list of
tail configurations that were initially considered. To
further the design process, the decision was made
to reduce the list of 12 candidates down to five
finalists that would be judged through the selection
matrix shown in Table 3.10. Seven options were
cast out for being outside of the scope of
manufacturing or for requiring greater structural
weight in comparison with the five finalists.
Figure 3.1 Considered Tail Configurations

Table 3.10 PA Tail Configuration Selection Matrix
Category
Modularity
Manufacturability
Structural Weight
Directional Control
Parasite Drag

Weighting
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
Total

Conventional
2
1
2
2
2
7.1

V-Tail
1
2
1
5
1
7.7

Boom-Mounted
5
3
5
3
5
16.8

T-Tail
3
4
3
4
4
14.2

Triple Tail
4
5
4
1
3
14.2

T-Tail
3
3
3
1
8.8

Triple Tail
4
4
5
4
14.4

Table 3.11 MSA Tail Configuration Selection Matrix.
Category
Manufacturability
Structural Weight
Directional Control
Parasite Drag

Weighting
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
Total

Conventional
1
1
2
2
4.9

H-Tail
2
2
1
3
6.7

Boom-Mounted
5
5
4
5
16.2

Figures of merit were also established for the PA Landing Gear, MSA Landing Gear, PA Propulsion,
and MSA Propulsion configurations. The two point rule was invoked for the PA Tail, PA Propulsion, and
MSA Tail Configurations. Trade studies were performed for these features and are described below.
3.5. CONCEPTUAL TRADE STUDIES FOR NARROW M ARGINS
3.5.1.Production Aircraft
Tail Configuration - Conventional
When exploring tail configuration design trades of the PA, it is necessary to consider design impacts
and consequences in the case of all flight conditions. Both conventional and V have distinct advantages
and disadvantages, and this study will analyze these to select a single configuration.
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The conventional tail configuration provides several advantages. The prop wash provides added
authority to the elevator and rudder during takeoff which decreases the chance of takeoff failure. The
additional lift generation of the horizontal tail (HT) can reduce the takeoff velocity and distance. Additionally,
by separating the pitch and directional control surfaces onto different stabilizers, HT and vertical tail (VT),
empennage flutter is reduced due to lower torsional loading.[3] The conventional configuration also has the
advantage of the “weather vane” effect: when the aircraft is exposed to an AoA or sideslip angle, the HT
and VT are positioned perpendicular to the freestream flow which tends to return the aircraft to a state of 0
AoA and 0 sideslip. The design team has designed conventional tails before, which is another great
advantage
For these reasons, the team chose a conventional tail despite its increase in drag. In the case of
stall, the HT can completely blanket the VT and the rudder, causing a loss of directional control, an effect
magnified by the wide fuselage. As described above, the PA will be of a tail-dragger landing gear
configuration, so HT is limited, and a larger surface area will be necessary to achieve the same tail volume
coefficient. Possibly the most significant disadvantage of conventional is the wing’s downwash on the HT.
This smaller dynamic pressure ratio and larger downwash angle will require a larger HT surface area and
structural weight compared to a configuration outside of the wing’s downwash.
Wing Configuration – Low Wing
For the PA, the mission profile must be reviewed before choosing wing placement. The PA must
be able to fly three course laps carrying a 32 fl. ounce Gatorade bottle in under five minutes. Also, the PA
must designed and built to be broken down for storage as two separate components within the MSA.
The low-wing configuration has distinct advantages. A low-wing configuration positions the center
of gravity above the aerodynamic center of the wing which provides more maneuverability compared to a
high-wing and contributes to longitudinal stability when landing. Additionally, the lower vertical placement
of the wing shifts the wing’s wake lower, aiding the dynamic pressure ratio at the tail, especially in
combination with tail up-sweep. The low-wing configuration’s chief advantage is that it allows for structural
weight savings because structure used to distribute forces from the wings can also be used to accept loads
during landings. The disadvantages of the low wing configuration are the needed use of dihedral of the
wing for roll stability, because this adds design and manufacturing complexity, time cost, and likely dollar
costs. In the past, Wichita weather has shown that roll stability is necessity for a successful flight.
Propulsion Subsystem Configuration –Tractor
When selecting a propulsion subsystem configuration, two extreme cases must be considered: full
power on, and power off. The pusher and tractor configurations both have advantages, some with respect
to propulsive efficiency, some with respect to stability and control. Similarly, both configurations have
serious disadvantages, particularly in the analysis of power-off drag consequences. The objective of this
study is to select and support a propulsion subsystem configuration for the PA.
The tractor configuration has several key benefits. First, during takeoff, the aircraft rotation will
increase the ground clearance for the propeller, reducing the risk of propeller strikes. Second, prop wash
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can aid in-flight control due to the increased dynamic pressure at the tail. Third, the incoming freestream
flow is unaffected by the fuselage which maximizes thrust performance and propeller efficiency.
The increased propulsion efficiencies do not come without risk and cost. The tractor configuration
usually has a larger lever arm about the CG which generates destabilizing normal and/ or forces when the
aircraft is exposed to AoA and/or sideslip. This is particularly significant with respect to longitudinal stability
because an up-gust will create a moment about the CG that will tend to pitch the aircraft nose-up. Past
flight experience in Wichita is evidence that this cannot be ignored. Furthermore, a tractor configuration can
cause structural, resonant vibrations due to pressure pulses over the aircraft’s skin.
3.5.1.Manufacturing Support Aircraft
Wing Configuration – Low Wing
Like the PA before, the MSA’s mission profile must be reconsidered for the conceptual trade
studies. The MSA’s primary role is to transport the PA as a single unit one course lap; however, the design
focus for the MSA must be on the RAC minimization within the context of successful flight mission
completion. The MSA’s internal cargo capacity must accommodate the PA’s dimensions, battery weight
must be minimized, and structural weight must be minimized.
As stated before, the low-wing configuration encourages less structural weight, more
maneuverability, and aids the dynamic pressure ratio at the tail compared to the high-wing configuration.
However, dihedral is necessary to ensure lateral stability. Therefore, the low-wing configuration is highly
suitable for the MSA mission profile under the assumption that wings with dihedral can be manufactured.
Tail Configuration – V vs. Conventional
The conventional tail configuration has benefits for the MSA mission profile. Lower torsional loads
on the HT and VT are seen in comparison with the V-tail configuration which result in less necessary root
support structure. The weather vane effect of the HT and VT also contributes to directional and longitudinal
stability with lesser adverse yaw/roll compared to a comparable V-tail configuration. Since Mission 2 calls
for the involvement of both aircraft, the stability and control of the MSA are especially critical.
The advantages of the conventional tail configuration can be outweighed by its shortfalls. In a stall
situation, the rudder is at risk of being blanketed by the HT. The sweep of the HT is restricted by the taildragger landing gear configuration which requires more surface area for the same tail volume coefficient.
Since the propulsion configuration for the MSA is a tractor, the HT and VT will likely have a large percentage
of their surface area within the prop wash, and this will result in greater drag. Last, the wing downwash has
the potential to reduce the effectiveness of the HT.
3.6. FINAL DECISION
Through decision matrices and conceptual trade studies, a final decision was made for both aircraft.
The decision matrices’ weighting was mapped to RAC factor prioritization and to product performance
requirements. A two point rule was established for governing the decision matrices. The two point rule
stated that if any top-two configurations under consideration were scored within two points of each other, a
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more thorough conceptual trade study would be carried. Through the decision matrices, several component
configurations were selected for both the PA and MSA.
The final decision for the PA is a low-wing, conventional tail, single-motor tractor configuration with
fuselage mounted tail-dragger landing gear. The conventional tail configuration was selected for the PA for
potential design and manufacturing time cost savings. The single-motor tractor configuration for the PA’s
propulsion subsystem will allow for the best battery efficiency. Finally, the fuselage mounted landing gear
tail-dragger configuration provides a greater angle of attack and propeller ground clearance, aiding takeoff
performance.
The final selection for the MSA is a low-wing, conventional tail, tractor configuration with fuselage
mounted-tail dragger landing gear. The low-wing configuration was chosen because of its potential for
weight savings. The manufacturing time expense of dihedral is worth the weight savings gained. The
conventional tail was selected because of the abundant design experience available. The tractor
configuration prevailed as the most efficient propulsion subsystem configuration providing MSA battery
weight savings, a squared RAC factor. Last, the fuselage-mounted tail dragger landing gear will aid takeoff
performance. This combination of characteristics is the best fit for the MSA’s mission profile.

Figure 3.2 PA Stand-alone Conceptual 3D-view
generated with Blucraft's MachUp design software.

Figure 3.3 MSA-PA Conceptual Interaction
3D-view generated with Blucraft's MachUp
design software.

4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN
In the preliminary design phase, performance and geometric parameters are established to close
in on a system solution. Design and sizing trade studies are executed, with particular focus on the
propulsion subsystem impacts for both aircraft. Four key parameters are fixed for the PA and all other
figures were products of those fixations: GTOW, wing loading, maximum lift to drag (L/D) ratio, and wing
aspect ratio.
4.1. DESIGN & ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
EA implemented an iterative mission-performance based design process and analysis method.
First, EA chose to optimize the PA’s performance in accordance with the RAC prioritization shown in Table
3.4. The MSA was designed around an optimized PA airframe, per the requirements listed in Table 3.5.
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Although this report section implies chronological succession, a constant churn of analysis and testing was
present through multiple design iterations. For example, there was a change of the tail-volume coefficient
and motor, from the first PA Iteration to the second. Also, the fuselage dimensions were altered from MSA
(1) to MSA (2), and so on. All design changes were driven by performance optimization and reduction of
RAC throughout the development process.
4.2.

PA DESIGN & SIZING TRADE STUDIES
To optimize the PA, scoring impacts were

assessed by varying two parameters: thrust-toweight (T/W) ratio and wing loading (W/S). An
empty weight goal of 2.8 lbs was set using data on
payload from past top scoring teams. Initial
propulsion subsystem studies showed that the
PA’s critical mission phase for sizing is takeoff.
The complexity of modeling this trade study, was
due to the principle that thrust available varies with
velocity and propeller RPM. To overcome this
Figure 4.1 Iterative Design Process

challenge, the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign’s (UIUC) UAV propeller database was processed by a team-produced MATLAB script; In order
to find propeller thrust coefficient (CT) as a function of advance ratio (J). To execute the sizing analysis, a
constant

was assumed based on previous experience. Therefore, propeller diameter ( ) and flight speed

(34 ) were the two varying parameters with regards to J and CT. Propeller diameter was estimated based on
past DBF airplanes that lied in the 5.0-7.5 lbf weight class. However, the error associated with assuming a
constant

was taken into account. This analysis is refined in the Detail Design and Performance Results

sections.
J=

34

>U =
Equation 4.1

!

T

ˆ

Equation 4.2

The MATLAB script included factors to take into account ground-friction, profile drag, and induced
drag, in order to calculate the acceleration and velocity of the aircraft as it rolls down the runway. The
varying thrust was also accounted for as 34 varied during the simulated flight.

The second bound was ensuring that requirements PA_L1_1, PA_L1_3, and PA_L1_6 were
satisfied. To guarantee requirement satisfaction, the design point was chosen to provide ~20% FS with
regard to flight speed.
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Figure 4.2: DBF Empirical Data Utilized in Preliminary Design

Figure 4.2 illustrates the empirical data that was utilized for sizing the planform of both the PA and the
MSA. By using the upper-left-hand plot, a payload fraction of 44% was taken and applied to the PA
design. With a known payload weight value of 2.2 lbf, a 2.8 lbf empty weight was derived for the PA. The
mission profile for the MSA provided that the PA empty weight would serve as its payload fraction.
However, when incorporating additional design constraints set forth for the MSA, the payload fraction of
44% was not a valid assumption. Further exploration resulted in a MSA GTOW estimate of 11.0 lbf,
establishing a baseline for the system of systems architecture.
4.3. MISSION MODELING
The propulsion system selection process for both aircraft began with an analysis of their respective
missions. Specifications given by the Design Team included battery weight limitations of 0.5 pounds for the
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PA and 1.5 pounds for the MSA. Additionally, due to ground clearance restrictions, the propeller diameters
of the PA and MSA were initially limited to 12” and 15”, respectively. Initial calculations of thrust
requirements for all of the flight segments for both aircraft suggested that the takeoff leg would require the
most thrust, which made the takeoff portion of the missions the most constraining in terms of the propulsion
system requirements. To determine the thrust loading (ratio of thrust over aircraft weight) and wing loading
(aircraft weight divided by wing area) needed for the aircraft to achieve takeoff within a specified distance,
constraint lines were plotted using the following equation[5]:
= −

8 9

! gUh

ln ‹1 − gUh / •Ž

T

− i Uh •

>?L<•
Uh

‘’
Equation 4.3

gUh = >" + >"

where:

− i Uh >=
Equation 4.4

Although a number of equations
from different sources were used to
model the takeoff distance, none gave
particularly

accurate

results.

To

ensure there was a flight-tested model
for

predicting

small-scale

radio-

controlled aircraft takeoff distance, a
correction coefficient was applied to
the given equation to make the
predicted results closely match the
Figure 4.3 MSA Constraint Diagram

actual takeoff distances measured.

The maximum velocity constraint line was made by considering a balance of thrust and drag during
level cruise flight. A profile of CT as a function of J was made using UIUC propeller data in order to calculate
thrust at different airspeeds. For each maximum velocity constraint line, the thrust required for a range of
W/S was calculated, and the ratio of that thrust to the maximum static thrust was assumed equal to the
ratio of CT/CT0, where CT0 is the maximum static thrust coefficient of the propeller. The justification for this
assumption is as follows: The only values in the definition of CT that change with a given propeller during a
flight are the air density and the propeller revolution speed. The propeller can be assumed to operate at
nearly the same RPM at both cruise and static since it is given by the product of KV, voltage, and some
load efficiency factor. Air density is not expected to vary appreciably within a 100 foot altitude change. With
the variations in CT as a function of J already accounted for, the static thrust required for static operation
was calculated:
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>U
T
>UC
≅
→ TC ≅ T
>UC TC
>U
Equation 4.5

This method allowed the constraint diagram to be presented in the conventional format, with thrust
loading being expressed in terms of a sea-level static reference value. In this way, both the takeoff and
maximum velocity constraint lines could be compared side-by-side using common reference parameters of
thrust loading and wing loading.
Multiple constraint lines for both takeoff distance and maximum velocity for the MSA are shown in
the figure above. To provide a margin of error, the design takeoff distance was set to 80 feet, and the target
maximum airspeed was 70 ft/s to ensure the aircraft would be operating comfortably at its design cruise
velocity of 58 ft/s. The corresponding takeoff and velocity constraint lines converge at a thrust loading of
0.49 and wing loading of 1.41. Although the higher wing loading would cause more difficulty during takeoff,
it was considered necessary to keep wing size down and to ensure the empty mission could be flown at a
speed that would allow completion of three laps within five minutes since the wing loading would reduce
drastically without the PA as cargo. A constraint analysis was carried out in the same way for the PA,
resulting in a thrust loading of 0.61 and wing loading of 1.32.
With the thrust requirements known, the total energy usage during the missions needed to be
estimated. A full mission model was made using MATLAB for both aircraft, with the amp-hour usage being
calculated for each flight segment. The missions were divided into four main flight regimes: Takeoff, Climb,
Level Cruise, and Turn. For each segment, the required thrust was calculated assuming the aircraft was in

a steady state (constant climb, turn, or cruise velocity) and the relation N = T ∗ 3 was used. Each segment
ultimately required the calculation of CL and CD.
>B = >BC +

•

>?
Equation 4.6

Takeoff: Thrust required based on estimates from the constraint diagrams and power determined based on
assumed thrust-to-power efficiency using test data.

Climb: T =

(d) + "
Equation 4.7

Cruise: T = "
Equation 4.8

Turn: = =

/cos(e)
Equation 4.9

Once power was calculated, an additional propeller efficiency factor was applied based on the
advance ratio at which the aircraft was expected to be operating in. A circuit efficiency factor was also
applied to account for electrical energy losses within the motor, ESC, and wiring. Next, with the power
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usage for each mission leg known, the amp-hour consumption was calculated by determining the current
required from the battery and integrating with respect to time across the entire flight. With this mission
model, the PA was estimated to use 699 mAh during its mission, and the MSA was estimated to use 678
mAh for the empty mission and 427 mAh loaded.

Figure 4.4 PA mission amp-hour consumption.

Figure 4.5
consumption

MSA

empty

amp-hour

battery

Figure 4.6 MSA fully loaded amp-hour battery
consumption

4.3.1.Takeoff Prediction Corrections
The importance of accurately predicting takeoff performance was paramount in the design process,
since it was the single most demanding portion of the flight from a propulsion standpoint. The plots below
illustrate the process of comparing takeoff distance data at different thrust loadings and wing loadings to
the distances predicted using the takeoff distance equation found in Equation 4.3. The data points in the
plots come from multiple takeoff runs with the first iteration of the PA. It is clearly seen in the first plot that
the predictions given by the takeoff distance constraint line equation are very optimistic. To adjust these
predictions and allow more accurate future predictions of takeoff distance, a correction needed to be applied
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to the original values. After trying different adjustments, a correction coefficient was found to best match
the data points.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of actual and predicted
Gatortot takeoff distances

Figure 4.8 Takeoff distances with correction
coefficient applied to the predictions

Propeller Selection Process
Candidate propellers were required to provide adequate thrust for takeoff in addition to giving good
cruise flight performance. During cruise, both aircraft would be operating at or near 50 ft/s, so any potential
propeller would need to counteract the estimated 0.5 pounds of drag acting on the PA, and 2.5 pounds
acting on the MSA. From test data and experience, it was known that lower propeller pitch gives better
efficiency at low airspeeds. This low pitch would be ideal during the initial part of the takeoff ground roll.
However, as the aircraft reached higher airspeeds, a low-pitch propeller would need to be spun excessively
fast in order to produce the needed thrust. The product of propeller pitch and revolution speed is known as
“pitch speed” and provides an idealized measure of the maximum achievable velocity. Some compromise
had to be made to give a good balance of performance between takeoff and cruise. It was found through
test flights and from the UIUC propeller database that propellers with a pitch rating ranging from 7 to 10
inches would give adequate pitch speed with the motors considered.
Propeller thrust-to-power efficiency was a major consideration, since the power available to the
propulsion system was limited by the battery, and the battery weight would increase with the power
required. Recognizing these relationships, by maximizing the propeller efficiency, the thrust available could
be maximized. This became especially important when designing a propulsion system that would allow a
takeoff within the prescribed 100 feet while keeping the battery weight to a minimum.
While many RC propeller brands were explored in the search, UIUC test data available for many
APC propellers allowed much needed mathematical insight into their performance characteristics, and APC
propellers have a reputation for being reliable and efficient, which made them the first to be considered for
the PA and MSA. APC offers three main variations on the style of their propellers: Sport, Slow Flyer, and
Thin Electric. To determine which was best suited to producing maximum takeoff thrust with the least power
input, a comparison was made between the three variations of the 11x7 size. The thrust coefficients (CT)
and power coefficients (CP) were investigated using test data from the UIUC online database.
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Figure 4.9 CT and CP across a range of J

Figure 4.10 CT/CP across a range of RPM

The first figure gave insight into the thrust available with the different propellers as airspeed was
increased. Although the Thin Electric variant has the lowest CT curve, it also requires the least power to
turn the propeller, as evidenced by its CP curve. To determine whether a given propeller could provide the
thrust required to overcome drag during cruise flight, the definitions of CT and CP were used at the advance
ratio, J, given by the cruise condition.
The second plot was generated by using static thrust data at different propeller RPM. The overall
thrust-to-power efficiency was evaluated by taking the ratio of CT over CP. The curves given by these ratios
give a qualitative representation of each propeller’s efficiency. Figure 4.10Figure 4.7 clearly shows that the
Thin Electric propeller gives the greatest thrust for a given power input, which was the primary goal in the
design process of the propulsion system.
4.3.2.PA Propulsion Subsystem Sizing
Sizing the propulsion subsystem for the PA began with ensuring requirement satisfaction. With a
target flight speed that was derived to be 50 ft/s, and requirements PA_L1_1, PA_L1_2, and PA_L1_2,
propulsion subsystem architecture could be created. PA_L1_1 was established based on estimates from a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model analyzing a preliminary PA model shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.11 Turbulent Model: L=6.12 lbf, D=0.68
lbf, L/D=9.0

Figure 4.12 PA Preliminary CFD Analysis Used
for Propulsion Subsystem Modeling
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The first challenge to overcome with regard to propulsion sizing was a catastrophe at ERAUDB
where the wind tunnel was out of operation from early September 2015 to February 2016. This pushed the
PDS to swiftly develop a solution to study propulsion subsystem performance.
The first step to the solution was to conduct a manufacturing study and produce a Great Planes
ElectriCub® model to serve as a propulsion subsystem test bed. This manufacturing study is discussed in
greater detail in Section 6. Second, an Eagle Tree telemetry system was purchased and integrated into the
Cub model to track airspeed, motor RPM, motor current draw, and battery pack voltage. Third, by using the
experimental propeller data from UIUC, the PDS was able to back out the drag coefficients of the Cub and
study the propulsion subsystem performance as a function of airspeed and n. First, the total drag coefficient
of the model Cub test bed was calculated using the telemetry data taken during level cruise flight.
Considering thrust equal to drag,
>B =

From the definition of CT:

"
T
=
1
:
!3
2 4

T = >U !

Equation 4.10

ˆ

Equation 4.11

Where >U was found by curve fitting a plot of >U versus J using MATLAB and plugging in J as calculated at
the measured free-stream air velocity and motor revolutions-per-second. Simplifying and substituting in the
telemetry system’s recorded values for

and 34 , the total drag coefficient for the aircraft could be found:
>B =

>U
1
3
2 4

ˆ

Equation 4.12

For the model Cub, the cruise drag coefficient at 43 ft/s was calculated to be 0.065. Next, the lift
coefficient was found by setting the lift equal to the overall aircraft weight:
>? =

:
Equation 4.13

Finally, the zero-lift drag coefficient of the Cub was found by subtracting the induced drag term (>BQ )
from the total term (>B ).
>B = >BC + >BQ → >BC = >B −

•

>?
Equation 4.14

With a >? of 0.307 giving an induced drag coefficient of 0.00457, >BC was calculated to be
approximately 0.06. Because a wind tunnel suitable for testing the competition aircraft was not available,
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this analysis was later used for the PA to compare predicted and actual lift and drag coefficients in order to
refine the performance prediction process.
As shown in the equations for J and CT (Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, respectively), n is a key
factor in the thrust available. n is given by Equation 4.15. ηmotor accounts for losses associated with the
motor that reduce n from its nominal KV*V value when a propeller is attached. After review of several
motor/propeller combinations, a value of 0.78 was taken for ηmotor . Several battery cell combinations were
reviewed and the battery cell finalists are shown in Table 4.1 in the following section.
n=

P3 ∗ 3 ∗ KLM-MH
60

Equation 4.15

Battery Cell Selection Process
Because the battery types for the competition were limited to NiMH and NiCad cells, different cells
from a range of manufacturers were investigated to see which would provide the greatest power for their
weight. Early on, it was found that NiMH cells outperformed NiCad cells in both discharge current capability
and weight. From the preliminary mission analysis for both aircraft, the takeoff power requirement and the
overall mission milliamp-hour usage were considered as the two primary demands for the potential battery
cells. Observing the cells in Table 4.1, all but the 2/3AA 700mAh KAN cells had mAh capacities in excess
of the estimated mission usage for each aircraft. It was found that cells with capacities lower than around
1500 mAh could not provide the high discharge currents necessary to provide competitive power-to-weight
ratios. The takeoff power requirement was more constraining than the overall mission mAh requirement, so
cells were first considered by choosing ones with the highest power-to-weight parameter, and then their
fulfillment of mAh capacity was verified. This process led to the selection of the Elite 1500 mAh 2/3A cell
because it gave the greatest power for its weight.

Cell Name & Size
2/3AA 700mAh KAN
NiMH Flat Top Cell
2/3A 1500mAh Elite
NiMH Flat Top Cell
4/5A 2100mAh Elite
NiMH Flat Top Cell
4/5A 2150mAh Sanyo
HR-4/5 AUL NiMH Cell
4/3A 4000mAh Sanyo
HR4/3 AU NiMH Cell
Sub-C 4500 SHV NiMH
Flat Top Cell
Sub-C 5000 Elite SHV
NiMH Flat Top Cell

Capacity
(mAh)

Max
Discharge
Rate
(Amps)

Power
Provided
(Watts)

Weight
(lbf)

Watts per
Pound
(Watt/lbf)

Specific
Capacity
(mAh/lbf)*10-4

700

10

12

0.03062

391.8

2.285

1500

30

36

0.05062

711.1

2.963

2100

30

36

0.07187

500.9

2.921

2150

10

12

0.07312

164.1

2.940

4000

10

12

0.1368

87.7

2.922

4500

35

42

0.1537

273.2

2.926

5000

40

48

0.1481

324.1

3.375
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C 5000mAh NiMH Flat
5000
15
18
0.2000
90.0
2.500
Top Cell
D 10000mAh NiMH
10000
10
12
0.3312
36.2
3.019
Flat Top Cell
AA 2000mAh Elite
2000
25
30
0.06625 452.8
3.019
NiMH
Table 4.1 NiMH cell comparison. Data taken from maxxpacks.com and cheapbatterypacks.com.

Conflicting information abounded for the capability of the selected cells, so a model of the battery’s
performance was made to predict its maximum power output. This model used a linear internal resistance
assumption that followed Ohm’s Law. The battery would supply its fully charged voltage minus the voltage
drop due to internal resistance losses within the cells.

]3?M(( = ](3C − 3, ) = ]_
Equation 4.16

] is the number of cells in the battery pack and 3?M(( is the voltage drop across each cell under
load. The internal resistance of the battery, , was found by connecting a power meter in series with the
battery during an MSA motor run-up test, and using Ohm’s Law to calculate the resistance using the
measured current and the drop in battery voltage. With this relationship, the battery’s internal resistance
was found to be approximately 368 mΩ, which gave an individual cell resistance of 16 mΩ.
The power supplied by the battery pack is the voltage after losses, times the current being supplied
by the pack:

N` = ](3C − 3?M(( )_ = ](3C − _ )_ = ](_3C − _

)
Equation 4.17

Where ] is the number of cells in the battery pack and 3C is the fully charged voltage of a cell, which was
taken to be 1.3 volts since the cells are capable of storing this voltage for a few minutes of operation
following a full charge, despite their nominal rating of 1.2 volts. Observing the equation derived for the
battery power output, some theoretical maximum should occur at the peak of a downward-opening
parabola, occurring at a single value for current that is independent of ]. MATLAB was used to plot the

power output curve for the batteries intended to be used for the PA and MSA. The power plot for the 23cell MSA battery is shown below.
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Operation below the discharge current
predicted to give maximum power is prudent
since other considerations, such as battery
heating and rapid capacity loss must be taken
into consideration. Additionally, the slope of the
plot flattens out rapidly near the peak of the
curve, which means physically that only small
additions of power are realized from large
increases in current above around 35 amps,
making operation in that range highly inefficient
and thereby wasting battery amp-hour capacity.
For this reason, the propulsion packages for
both aircraft were designed to operate at a peak
Figure 4.13 Theoretical power delivery over a range

of 30 to 35 amps.

PA Propulsion System Selection Process
After conducting testing with the first iteration of the PA, it was found that the estimated 2.1 pounds
of thrust being produced by the Sunnysky V2216 and 11x5.5E prop was insufficient to accelerate the aircraft
up to takeoff velocity quickly enough to takeoff within 100 feet. After modifying the model used to estimate
takeoff distance by using empirical data from the test flights, it was determined that approximately 3 pounds
of thrust would be needed to achieve a takeoff within the prescribed distance. Since the V2216 motor is not
intended to be used for providing more than around 2.7 pounds of thrust, more motors with higher power
ratings were examined.
Motor selection was centered on the performance parameters of the Elite 1500 mAh 2/3A NiMH
cells. The central strategy in the process was to select a motor and propeller that would exploit these
performance factors. Due to ground clearance, the PA propeller diameter was limited to 12 inches. It was
found that most motors producing around 3 pounds of thrust with a propeller of this size operated at an
efficiency of around 5.5 to 6 grams of thrust per watt. Considering the estimated battery current limitation
of around 30 amps, it was calculated that a voltage around 14 V would be required to give the needed
power. Motors in this class are usually suggested to operate on 3 to 4 LiPo cells, which means from 11.1
to 14.8 volts.
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Table 4.2 PA candidate motor comparison using manufacturer-provided test data. Data points of interest
were at operation near the expected thrust needed.
Motor
Sunnysky
X4110S
580 KV
Sunnysky
V2216
800KV
Sunnysky
V2814
800KV

Prop
Tested

Thrust
(lbf)

Current
(A)

Voltage
(V)

Power
(W)

Efficiency
(g/W)

Weight
(lbf)

Max Rated
Power (W)

APC
12x6

2.98

15.0

14.8

222.0

6.081

0.3262

440

APC
10x4.7

2.65

16.0

14.8

236.6

5.068

0.1698

250

APC
12x6

2.87

15.0

14.8

222.0

5.856

0.2602

550

Test data for various motors was examined to find motor and propeller combinations that would fit
the needs of the PA. It was found that motors operating at KV ratings of around 1000 and above were not
well suited to a large propeller due to the torque required to turn it. Lower KV motors could operate more
efficiently by driving a larger diameter propeller at a comparatively lower RPM. The downside to going too
low in KV rating is that excessively high voltages become necessary below about 600-700 KV, which is
undesirable unless absolutely necessary due to the necessity of adding cells to give higher voltage. As a
result, the motors that were looked at for this selection process had a KV rating around 800. This was found
to best suit the selected Elite 1500 mAh cells because a reasonable voltage could be used while
simultaneously drawing no more than 30 amps to achieve over three pounds of thrust. The combination of
these parameters gave the design point of the propulsion system; the operation point for achieving takeoff
thrust while maximizing the usage of all components in the propulsion system. The motor selected to
operate on the PA was the Sunnysky V2814 800KV due to its capability of handling up to 30 amps and 550
watts continuously, and its demonstrated efficiency. Although the Sunnysky X4110S showed greater
efficiency, its low KV rating would demand more battery cells for higher voltage and/or a higher pitch
propeller (causing takeoff efficiency losses) to achieve the necessary pitch speed to produce the required
cruise thrust, both of which would ultimately adversely affect the RAC.
From a MATLAB program that simulated a flight with each propeller in the UIUC database, the Master
Airscrew 12x10 propeller was determined to be best suited to the PA’s mission. After numerous flight tests,
the PDS found that a 12-cell Elite 1500 mAh battery pack was needed to consistently achieve takeoff within
100 feet.
4.4. MSA DESIGN & SIZING TRADE STUDIES
EA’s decision to set N=2 drove the MSA design trade studies. Manufacturing complexities initially
proved to be a recurring theme, which limited the degree to which the design could be optimized from an
aerodynamics/propulsion point of view (PoV). The manufacturing complexities were driven by the large
internal volume requirement, and the geometric configuration of the PA. Another challenge for the MSA
design was the venture into the lifting-body format where there is little DBF empirical data available. The
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first step in executing MSA design trade studies was to identify constraints shown below in Table 4.3 to
compliment the requirements shown in Table 3.5.
Table 4.3 Additional MSA Preliminary Design Constraints.
Constraint Description
The MSA will not require stock sizes for parts
exceeding 84” by 16” in length and width.
The MSA will not require more than 7 calendar
days to manufacture.
The MSA Detail Design will not require more than
7 calendar days to complete
The MSA parts will be capable of being
manufactured by a 3-axis CNC machine.
The MSA will utilize an airfoil with known
experimental data for its fuselage profile.
The MSA will not integrate elevator functionality
into the fuselage component.

Constraint Category
Manufacturing Consideration
Manufacturing Consideration/Program
Management
Design/Program Management
Manufacturing Consideration
Design Consideration
Manufacturing Consideration

With new constraints identified, it was possible to conduct a sizing study. A design baseline was
established using a minimum internal volume parameter from PA(1)’s geometric parameters. Similar to the
PA, from this baseline two key parameters were studied: fuselage loading (W/Sfuse) and T/W within the
bounds of Table 3.5 and Table 4.3.
4.4.1. MSA Propulsion Subsystem Sizing
Similar to the PA, the MSA propulsion subsystem was sized in accordance with requirements from
Table 3.1.
MSA Propulsion System Selection Process
The same methodology described in the PA propulsion selection process applied during the
selection of the MSA propulsion package. A major driving factor in the selection of the MSA motor was
again the form of power availability from the selected cells. With up to 30 amps of continuous current, the
remainder of power could come through higher voltage.
With the MSA fully-loaded weight of 11.03 pounds, the thrust loading of 0.61 given by the constraint
diagram suggested 5.3 lbf of thrust would be needed. Even with the efficiency of using a 15+ inch diameter
propeller, the power necessary to drive it was estimated to be approximately 375 watts (based on a 6 g/w
efficiency). This was based on test data from multiple manufacturers. Next, the options for making this shaft
power available from a motor and battery were examined. From a review of manufacturer test data, low-KV
motors generally offered far better efficiency when operated with large propellers. This efficiency directly
translated to more takeoff thrust with a smaller battery, and a lower RAC. To narrow down the options,
motors were selected based on their ability to operate at the estimated 30 amps of continuous current that
could be provided by the Elite 1500 mAh cells. Motors also had to be capable of handling high voltages so
that the needed power could be delivered to the propeller during takeoff. Proper matching of a motor to the
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battery pack would maximize the usage of the pack’s current and voltage output, thus minimizing the
needed battery pack weight.
Table 4.4 MSA motor comparison using manufacturer-provided test data.

Motor

Thrust
(lbf)

Current
(A)

Voltage
(V)

Power
(W)

Efficiency
(g/W)

Weight
(lbf)

Max
Power
(W)

T-motor
14x4.8CF

5.73

21.3

22.2

472.9

5.50

0.2954

870

DJI 15x5.5

5.71

20.0

22.2

444.0

5.83

0.4542

732

DJI 15x5.5

5.56

21.0

22.2

466.2

5.41

0.4299

570

T-motor
15x5 CF

5.95

20.3

22.2

450.7

5.99

0.4520

1140

T-motor
15x5 CF

5.47

17.2

22.2

381.8

6.49

0.3439

850

T-motor
15x5 CF

5.42

17.2

22.2

381.8

6.44

0.4145

900

Prop

Tiger
MN4012
480KV
Sunnysky
X4115
400KV
Sunnysky
M5308
450KV
Tiger MT
3520
400KV
Tiger U5
400KV
Tiger MN
3515
400KV

The motors shown in the table above were explored because they could operate efficiently with a
propeller having dimensions close to what was expected to be used on the MSA. The Tiger U5 400KV was
chosen because of its combination of low weight, high efficiency, and a KV rating that would balance takeoff
thrust efficiency and allow a reasonable pitch speed for cruising flight. Following testing of different cellcounts with the MSA battery, a 23-cell 27.6 volt Elite 1500 mAh pack was chosen.
While many RC propeller brands were looked through in the search, UIUC test data available for
many APC propellers allowed much needed mathematical insight into their performance characteristics,
and APC propellers have a reputation for being reliable and efficient, which makes them an excellent choice
for the MSA. The APC 16x8 Thin Electric propeller was selected to be used with the U5 motor to give
adequate pitch speed and thrust at cruise velocity while keeping efficiency losses due to excessive propeller
pitch to a minimum during the low-airspeed operation during takeoff.
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4.5. PRELIMINARY AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
4.5.1.Lift and Drag Characteristics

PA Drag Polars
1.4

Lift Coefficient (CL)

1.2
1
0.8
goe 602

0.6

goe389
0.4

goe 115
S7055

0.2
0
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

-0.2
-0.4

Drag Coefficient (CD)
Figure 4.14 PA Drag Polar for Different Airfoils

MSA Drag Polars

2
1.8

Lift Coefficient (CL)

1.6
1.4
1.2

FX 63-137

1

mh114

0.8

goe497

0.6

e398

0.4
0.2
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Drag Coefficient (CD)

0.08

0.1

Figure 4.15 MSA Drag Polar for Top Four Considered Airfoils
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 provide drag polars for the top airfoils that were considered on a basis of
L/D ratio, manufacturability, and weight cost. The GOE602 was selected for the PA for its balance of lift
performance and t/c ratio. The FX63-137 was selected for the MSA for its exceptional lift performance
although a penalty in difficult manufacturing was paid for the very thin trailing edge design.
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4.6.2.Stability and Control
An iterative cycle of balancing the PA tail sizing for MSA internal volume conservation and the PA’s
stability and control resulted in the configurations shown below. These models were processed by Digital
Datcom (DD). This program applies the USAF’s Datcom method to computing stability and control of
aircraft. A limitation of the program is that it can generally only accept elliptical cross sections for the
fuselage. The MSA model has a boxier configuration. This discrepancy causes the values produced by DD
to be more optimistic in terms of longitudinal stability. However, past experience has shown that aircraft
designs with at least 15% longitudinal stability according to DD can advance to prototype testing.

Figure 4.16 MSA Digital Datcom Input

Figure 4.17 PA Digital Datcom Input

Table 4.5 Coefficient Values for the PA and MSA
Manufacturing Support Aircraft

CM C [UL]
L

-0.25

Production Aircraft

CM C [UL]
L

-0.15

CNβ [deg-1]

0.004272

CNβ [deg-1]

0.001267

CYβ [deg-1]

-0.01988

CYβ [deg-1]

-0.003920

CLα [deg-1]

0.08588

CLα [deg-1]

0.09935

CM q [rad-1]

-0.5449

CM q [rad-1]

-0.1451

Cl p [rad-1]

-0.00968

Cl p [rad-1]

-0.008775

C N r [rad-1]

-0.008466

C N r [rad-1]

-0.004634

GatorTot Mission Performance
The Gatortot’s Mission performance was modeled for 3 propellers, which were found to meet take-off
requirements by an iterative MATLAB code analyzing available performance characteristics for 117
propellers. The mission model was developed using differential equations and basic assumptions regarding
the mission requirements, and is shown in Figure 4.10, below.
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Figure 4.18 GatorTot mission model including take-off, turn 1, turn, 2, turn 3, and landing.
The take-off, turns, and landing all assumed maximum lift coefficient, and the respective induced drag was
considered when determining the acceleration at each time step. However, in the turns, a 60o bank angle

was assumed to allow for uniform velocity, with the >? set to 1.4, while maintaining level flight. As soon as
the PA came out of the turns, >? was allowed to vary with respect to velocity. This in turn affected the

induced drag coefficient, and thus the acceleration, keeping in mind that the propeller-generated thrust was
is also strongly dependent on velocity through the advance ratio. Landing was modeled by simply
eliminating the thrust 200 feet out from the lap finish. Visually, it can be inferred that a second or third lap
would maintain the same cruise velocity between the end and beginning of the mission profile above, but
the time decrement would yield only a small increase in required energy. Including take-off and landing, the
lap times were found to be 53.8 s, 59.3 s, 63.2 s for the three tested propellers.
Assuming a constant voltage throughout the mission, the energy consumption estimates closely matched
the amp-hour power consumption values derived in Section 4.3 for the entire 3-lap mission.

Big Bertha Mission Performance
The same MATLAB code was used to stratify propellers for the MSA take-off requirements and model its
mission performance and energy consumption. The figure below depicts the resulting velocity profiles,
again for three chosen propellers.
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Figure 4.19 Big Bertha mission model including take-off, turn 1, turn, 2, turn 3, and landing.
As expected, the resulting lap times and energy consumption estimates were significantly higher for the
MSA than the PA. The lap times were found to be 42.0 s, 47.2 s, and 52.8 s for the propellers under
consideration.
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5. DETAIL DESIGN
5.1. FINAL DESIGN
The final design followed the same guidelines set forth in the preliminary and conceptual design section.
The only adjustment made was the enlarging of the control surface area in order to improve the handling
of both the MSA and the PA. This adjustment was later reverted in the PA design in order to decrease the
overall size of the aircraft for storage within the MSA. This loss of inherent stability was deemed acceptable
to reduce the internal volume requirement for the MSA. Final geometric parameters are tabled below.
Table 5.1 Final Geometric Parameters for the PA and MSA
Big Bertha
GTOW M1 [lbf]
GTOW M2_max
[lbf]
Aspect Ratio
S_ref [ft^2]
W/S_w M1
[lbf/ft^2]
Taper Ratio
Λ_LE [deg.]
Span* [ft]
Fuselage
Length [ft]
Cruise Speed
M1 [ft/s]
Stall Speed M1
[ft/s]
Cruise Speed
M2 [ft/s]
Stall Speed M2
[ft/s]

8.5

CD_0

GatorTot
0.07648

GTOW [lbf]

5.3

Oswald
Efficiency
CL_cr M1
Wing Chord
[ft]

0.85

Aspect Ratio

6.32

0.441

Taper Ratio

0.99

S_ref [ft^2]

1.37

W/S_w M2

1.77

W/S_w [lbf/ft^2]

1.0
0

CD_cr M1
L/D_cr M1

0.08819
5.0

Λ_LE [deg.]
Span [ft]

1
3.97
5
1.32
3
0
5.0

6.5

CL_cr M2

0.459

Chord [ft]

8.7

CD_cr M2

0.08915

52

L/D_cr M2

5.1486

24

S_HT/S_ref

58
29

11.0
6.23
6.45

Λ_LE_HT [deg.]

0

Γ_W [deg.]

7

0.79
2

CD_0
Oswald
Efficiency
CL_cr
CD_cr

0.0419
4
0.848
0.470
0.0474
0

L/D_cr

9.9

S_HT/S_w
S_VT/S_w
Fuselage
max
diameter [ft]

0.268
0.15
0.462

Fuselage
Length [ft]
Cruise Speed
[ft/s]

2.60
2

S_wet/S_w

3.177

54

Λ_LE_VT
[deg.]

0

0.158

Stall Speed [ft/s]

27.4

Γ_HT [deg.]

0

S_VT/S_ref

0.258

Λ_LE_HT [deg.]

0

S_wet/S_ref

3.650

Λ_LE_VT
[deg.]
Γ_HT [deg.]

28
N/A
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5.2. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
5.2.1. Layout and Design

Figure 5.1 MSA
throughout the wing

wing

loading

distribution

Figure 5.2 PA wing loading distribution throughout
the wing

MachUp was used as a tool to predict the loads that would me experienced by both aircraft in their
most extreme flight conditions. The wing tip test is used to simulate 2.5 Gs of acceleration in flight, and the
detail design for both aircraft used a loading case of 3.0 Gs to apply a margin of safety. Materials and
minimum thicknesses for primary loading-bearing components were derived from the span-wise loading
distributions that are shown above. By factoring in airfoil thicknesses, material stock dimensions, and
manufacturing processing, 0.25” thick
basswood was selected to serve as the
spar material in both aircraft.
Illustrated to the right is a
sample structural layout for the MSA.
The two aircraft are similar in the
manner that loads are transferred to
primary load-bearing components. For

Figure 5.3 Example Structural Layout

example, the MSA utilizes a carbon fiber “spine” that runs along the bottom length of the aircraft. The forces
and moments induced in flight and ground operations are carried through spars and mounts and applied to
the spine.
The PA structure functions similarly. The loads are distributed to a core plywood/basswood
structure that encompasses the payload. The most significant structural problems for both aircraft come
from the removable canopies which are a design feature driven by the ground mission requirements.
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5.3. SUBSYSTEM SELECTION, INTEGRATION, AND ARCHITECTURE
5.3.1.Aircraft Subsystem Selection, Integration, and Architecture
Fuselage
For the PA, the fuselage design is a bulkhead and keel design. That is, for a round and aerodynamic
fuselage to be created, with a lightweight interlocking structure. Balsa bulkheads are used with hardwood
keels. This airframe design allows for an open section to be in place at the center, in order to position the
Gatorade bottle without compromising strength. Moreover, the fuselage for the MSA is a box design for
ease of manufacturing. Each side is made from a Styrofoam sheet, a hollow carbon fiber tube was used for
the backbone, and a floor was constructed out of balsa sheeting. This allows the MSA to have a fuselage
with a large volume yet remain lightweight.
Wing
Both aircraft use hardwood spars (leading and trailing) with balsa ribs. The main spar is located at
the quarter chord and the aft spar is at the three-quarter chord. In order to mount the wing onto the PA,
both the main and aft spar have two holes where the quick-release pins go. For the MSA a bracket with
holes drilled along the centerline of the 7° dihedral. This bracket is directly attached to the backbone and
then screwed to the spars. Based on past experience ribs were placed close enough in order to maintain
the skin shape of the wing, which is about 2”-3”.
Tail
The PA has a tail made out of balsa to keep it light. The tail spars are integrated into the two rear
bulkheads so the tail is strong, and it also further lightens the tail by eliminating a mounting mechanism to
attach the tail. The ribs are balsa and are mounted to the spar at the quarter chord, and the trailing edge
spar attaches to the rear of the ribs. Moreover, the MSA has a hot-wire cut foam tail with a carbon fiber rod
running through the quarter-chord. Since both the horizontal and vertical stabilizers are all-moving, the spar
is their only support member runs through the carbon fiber backbone.
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5.4. PA AND MSA FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The following diagram shows the flight control and propulsion system layout for both aircraft.

Figure 5.4 Control/Propulsion system layout for both PA and MSA
Receiver and Transmitter
A receiver was selected with adequate range (a full range Spektrum receiver) and was selected to
have adequate channels to allow for throttle, elevator, rudder, and flaperon control. The receiver also had
to have a failsafe function that at the minimum would bring the throttle to zero if connection was lost. For
the PA an AR600 receiver was selected and for the MSA an AR6200 was selected. The transmitter selected
was the Spektrum DX6 Generation 2 and it is used for flying both aircraft.
Receiver Pack
A receiver pack was sized to provide adequate power to run the servos and receiver for the required
flight time as well as time on the ground. For both aircraft a Hydrimax 4.8V 2000mAh “square” pack was
used.
Servos
Servos were selected to produce the required torque needed to deflect the control surfaces at the
PA’s and MSA’s maximum airspeed. The servos were also selected based on the loads placed on them by
the control surfaces that they would control. For the PA Hitec HS-65MG servos were used and for the MSA
Hitec HS-322HD standard servos were used.
Propulsion System
Propulsion systems were selected by using preliminary calculations that also met the mission
requirements. For the PA a Sunnysky V2216 motor, a 20 amp ESC, and a 9 cell 1500 mAh Elite battery
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was initially selected. When flight testing revealed inadequate thrust for carrying the payload the propulsion
system was changed to a Sunnysky V2814 motor, a 40 amp ESC, and a 12 cell 1500 mAh Elite battery.
For the MSA, a Tiger U5 motor, a Castle Creations 50 amp LITE ESC, and a 23 cell 1500 mAh Elite battery
were selected.
5.5. WEIGHT AND BALANCE OF FINAL DESIGN
The weight and balance of an aircraft is vital to understanding how the aircraft will perform during
flight. This can be approximated by determining the center of gravity (CG) of the components and the
moments they will enact on the plane. The CGs of these bodies and how they act on both GatorTot and
Big Bertha are shown below. The CGs of the components were estimated according to the CAD drawing
and were later refined during the design and assembly of both airplanes. The calculations and analyses
are shown in the following two sections.
GatorTot Weight and Balance
The z-body axis is oriented opposite to the lift generated by the wing and located in front of the
firewall, just aft of the motor. Also, the +x-axis is parallel to and originates at the center of the motor shaft,
and runs towards the tail. The y-axis is completed by the right-hand rule.
Table 5.2: Weight and Balance of GatorTot

Component

Weight

CG:
axis

Gatorade Bottle
Motor
Control
Subsystem
Battery
Propulsion
Subsystem Battery
Propeller
ESC
Fuselage Frame
Wing Frame
Main Landing Gear
Tail Gear
Rudder Servo
Elevator Servo
Left Aileron
Right Aileron
Total

2.275
0.29375

8.5
-0.75

0
0

0
0

Moment
x-axis (in
lbs)
19.3375
-0.2203125

0.29375

7

0

0

2.05625

0

0.61875

4.25

0

0

2.6296875

0

0.08125
0.1625
1.21
0.65
0.3125
0.03125
0.1
0.1
0.03125
0.03125
6.19125

-1.95
9.2
17.25
9
6
31.7
25
25
9.5
9.5
9.72

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.8
-0.8
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-0.1584375
1.495
20.8725
5.85
1.875
0.990625
2.5
2.5
0.296875
0.296875
60.17895

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
-0.08
0
0
0

x-

CG:
axis

y-

CG:
axis

z-

Moment y-axis (in
lbs)
0
0

The table above shows that the weights of the components are well-centered and should not have
much of an effect on the stability of the aircraft. The CGs in both the y and z directions line up as intended
on the aircraft, while the CG in the x-axis lies fairly close to the quarter-chord.
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Big Bertha Weight and Balance
Table 5.3 Weight and Balance of Big Bertha

9.75
12.75
0

Moment in xaxis (in lbs)
89.1
49.2
-0.3609375

Moment in yaxis (in lbs)
-3.96
1.025
0

0

8.25

8.734375

0

14.5
-2.8
27

0
0
0

5.5
0
8.25

17.128125
-0.35
3.375

0
0
0

4.6
1.625

45.2
40.75

0
0

7.75
8.75

207.92
66.21875

0
0

0.2
0.0625

20
94.5

0
0

10.5
12.5

4
5.90625

0
0

0.09375

86.5

0

8

8.109375

0

0.09375
0.09375
0.09375

83.5
36.5
36.5

2.75
0
0

10.75
8.25
8.25

7.828125
3.421875
3.421875

0.2578125
0
0

9.04375
12.0487
5

37.2

0.0286

7.29

336.4275

0.25865125

39.3

0.223

6.278

473.515875

2.68687125

Component

Weight

CG: x-axis

CG: y-axis

CG: z-axis

PA Fuselage
PA Wing/LG
Motor
Control
Subsystem
Battery
Propulsion
Subsystem
Battery
Propeller
ESC
Fuselage
Frame
Wing Frame
Main Landing
Gear
Tail Gear
Rudder
Servo
Elevator
Servo
Left Aileron
Right Aileron
Total
(without PA
parts)
Total (with
PA parts)

1.98
1.025
0.48125

45
48
-0.75

-2
1
0

0.26875

32.5

1.18125
0.125
0.125

The table above shows that the weights of the components are mostly centered and will have some
effect on the stability of the aircraft. The C the y-direction leans somewhat to the left (by just over 1/5”) and
will need to be compensated by using larger control surfaces. The CG in the z-direction is well situated on
the bottom of the fuselage, the CG in the x-axis is situated between the quarter-chord and mid-chord
depending on whether or not the aircraft is fully loaded.
5.6. RATED AIRCRAFT COST
The estimated RAC for Gatortot and Big Bertha is 17.46 lb2. This was based upon an MSA empty
weight of 8.53 lb, with a battery weight of 1.22 lb. The PA has 2 components, an empty weight of 3.06 lb
and a 0.62 lb battery. This leads to a RAC of 17.56 lb2.
5.7. DETAIL DESIGN DRAWING PACKAGE
In the following 7 pages, you will find detailed CAD drawings for the PA and MSA. Included are three view
drawings, structural arrangement, system layout, and payload location.
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6. M ANUFACTURING
6.1. M ANUFACTURING PLAN AND PROCESSES
As the aircraft design was being finalized, material selection and construction began. A goal of 2.8 pounds
max empty weight for the PA and 10.2 pounds max empty weight for the MSA was established. With that,
the materials selection and construction processes revolved around minimum weight. Manufacturing time
and accuracy were also major factors considered to ensure that as many iterations as possible could be
tested in order to optimize performance.
6.2. M ATERIALS AND PROCESSES INVESTIGATED
6.2.1.Materials
For both aircraft a mixture of balsa wood, bass wood, plywood and foam was used in order to 6little
to no structural weight. In order to ensure minimal weight, materials were chosen on a part-by-part basis.
However, it was determined that because of the need to build two aircraft at once, composites would not
be used on either aircraft due to the added manufacturing time. As such, a combination of wood was chosen
for its ease of construction and accessibility. The selection process for each material chosen for each part
is discussed in Section 6.3
6.2.3.Processes Investigated
In order to ensure parts were made as quickly and accurately as possible, several machining
methods were investigated. Speed, precision, and equipment availability were all considered when
choosing method of manufacture for each component.
CNC Machining: CNC machining has many advantages, one of which being the code for the CNC
machine can be created directly in CATIA, the program used to model all aircraft components. In addition,
it can be very accurate on larger parts, and can be moderately fast. However, some precision is lost on
small parts with sharp or abnormal curves, such as airfoils; precision is also lost due to shredding on soft
woods such as balsa. It must be noted that a team-specific restraint for using the CNC machine was that
only one team member had full access to the machine, limiting times parts could be manufactured. CNCing
is also very efficient as only two team members can produce enough parts for a plane in about 3 hours.
Hand Cutting/Manual Machining: The benefit to hand-cutting parts is that only limited tools are
necessary, all of which are readily available to the team. In addition, tools such as drill presses and band
saws are readily available to the team for use in manual machining. However, hand cutting/manual
machining greatly limits accuracy. This method also tripled the number of man-hours needed to produce a
plane when compared to other methods.
Laser Cutting: Laser cutting is by far the most accurate method for cutting 2-D wood parts. It is
also probably the quickest method. However, for 3-D or most non-wood parts, laser cutting is not a viable
option, thereby it is limited in its uses. It must also be noted that a team-specific restraint on this
manufacturing method was that the laser cutter was unavailable for use during the entirety of the
manufacturing phase, severely limiting the ability to produce accurate balsa airfoils, and other 2-D parts.
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Table 6.1 Rankings of Each Process Considered for Manufacture of Both Aircraft
Category
CNC Machining
Hand-Cut/Manual Machining
Laser Cutting
3
1
Speed
2
1
3
Accessibility
2
3
1
Accuracy
2
3
2
Efficiency
1
1
3
Versatility
2
Table 6.1 shows how each process compares to the other processes examined by ranking them
from 1-3, with one being best and three being the worst. All parts were either hand-cut/manually machined,
or cut using the CNC machine, due lack of access to the laser cutter. Processes chosen for each part are
discussed in Section 6.3. The CNC machine was used for the majority of parts due to superior speed and
accuracy compared to hand cutting.
6.3. M AJOR COMPONENT M ANUFACTURING
In order to ensure minimal manufacturing times, the team was divided into two major sub-teams,
each working on a separate aircraft, allowing the MSA and PA to be built in parallel. The PA had finished
its design phase before the MSA so, while building the 1st iteration of the MSA, the 2nd iteration of the PA
was being built. Each aircraft was further split into 2 or 3 man teams each working on a major section such
as fuselage, empennage and wing. These teams also worked together to ensure proper integration of all
subsystems.
While design work was taking place, an ElectriCub® model was constructed in order to determine
the man-hours necessary to construct a given airframe component. The benefits of this manufacturing study
were two-fold. It allowed a more accurate estimate of build times to be determined for manufacturing, and
the propulsion sub-team got a test bed for motor and propeller combinations, as well as a chance to test
and calibrate the telemetry system that proved valuable during flight testing.
The construction of major components was using a very conventional method for the wings using
a MonoKote wrapped balsa and basswood structure. The PA fuselage was constructed in a similar
conventional manner, using narrowing bulkheads to shape the fuselage. These were attached to stringers
on the outside to maintain the shape of the fuselage once MonoKoted. The MSA used a slightly less
conventional approach with a composite backbone and foam sides to save weight. The nose and tail also
used balsa and foam structures to provide shape around the key structural elements.
The results of these methods were initially an overweight fuselage due to issues with adhering
supports to the foam during initial MSA construction. The use of five-minute epoxy created a similar issue
in the MSA. These were solved with a heavy dosage of sanding as well as cutting holes in heavy nonstructural components. This resulted in aircraft that were under the designed weight and of the required
strength.
6.4. M ANUFACTURING MILESTONES
In order to ensure each aircraft was built in a timely and logical manner, a milestone chart was
established prior to the start of manufacturing. Progress was monitored and recorded as each aircraft was
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built in order to ensure each milestone was met in a reasonable timeframe. The planned and actual times
for milestone completion are shown in Figure 6.1 .

Figure 6.1: Manufacturing Milestone Chart

7. TESTING PLAN
Tests of the PA and MSA were done to ensure the aircrafts’ components and airframes were able to
withstand competition conditions, yet still complete their missions. The following subsections will consist of
the following: Test objectives, the test schedule, the preflight check list, and the flight test plan.
7.1. TEST OBJECTIVES AND SCHEDULE
The test objectives consist of the following subsections of the components that were tested; the
propulsion system, the flight control system, airframes of the PA and the MSA, and flight characteristics.
7.1.1.Propulsion Test Objectives
To ensure that appropriate propulsion systems were selected for the PA and MSA, criteria were
set for what the propulsion systems had to perform in each aircraft.
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Table 7.1 Propulsion Test Objectives
Component
Propeller Test

Speed Controller Test

Battery Test
Motor/Speed
Controller/Propeller
Test

Objective
Get test data from a selection of
propellers to find the optimal
propeller
Find a speed controller that can
handle the voltage and amperage
requirements produced by the
motor
Find a battery with adequate
amperage and voltage
Select an optimal power system
that is the most efficient

Description
Measure thrust produced over its RPM
and airspeed range
Measure amperage and voltage loads
put through the speed controller

Measure voltage and wattage outputted
under load
Measure static thrust, the maximum
airspeed obtained, voltage and
amperage loads on the system

Motor/Speed Controller/Propeller Test
For the PA, the requirement was to have a power system that could meet competition rules, give it
a cruise speed of 50 feet per second, and produce 2.1 pounds of
static thrust. After testing the PA it was found that 3 pounds of
thrust were needed for the PA to fly with its payload. For the MSA,
the requirement was to cruise at 54 feet per second and have 5
pounds of static thrust. Testing revealed that 5 pounds of thrust
was adequate for flying the MSA, meeting requirements.
Battery Test
For the PA, the battery needs to give an endurance of 7
minutes a with safety factor. The test was performed by flying the
PA’s first iteration with half of the simulated payload and it was
flown in laps around a course. It flew for six minutes and 14
Figure 7.1 Battery use throughout
different flight conditions

seconds before landing. For the MSA, the battery needs to give an
endurance of 5 minutes with a safety margin, and was tested to

last four minutes and 23 seconds. The predicted battery burn percentage for a flight is represented in the
pie chart below for both the PA and MSA.
7.1.2.Flight Control Systems
The flight control systems consist of the receiver, the servos, and the receiver battery pack. These will be
covered in two sub-sections; the PA and the MSA.
7.1.3.Testing Schedule
Airframe tests were done to ensure the aircraft could withstand the minimum wing stress requirement (2.5
G) as well as flight tested with payload to ensure they could fly with their required payloads
Landing tests were done to ensure both the landing gear and the aircraft would survive various landing
loads without breaking or becoming damaged. A range of landings were done, from smooth landings to
stall landings that would put a load on the landing gear and airframe.
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7.1.4.Flight testing
To ensure our calculations were correct and the aircraft could complete their missions the aircraft were
flown with an Eagle Tree Telemetry system to log parameters such as airspeed, amperage, voltage,
wattage, milliamps consumed, and flight time. Flight tests were planned out prior to the test flight dates,
these are shown in Figure 7.2.
7.2. TEST SCHEDULE
All of the tests were done with a prototype of the PSA and MSA in flight so data was ensured to be accurate
to flight conditions that would be encountered by the competition aircraft.

Figure 7.2 Testing Plan
7.3. PRE-FLIGHT CHECKLIST

Table 7.2 Pre-Flight Checklist
Component
Motor
Propeller
Fuselage

Items to Inspect
-Secure to its mount
-Free spinning with no resistance
-Free of dings and cracks
-Bolted securely to the motor
-No cracked stringers, keels, or bulkheads
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Component

Items to Inspect
-Monokote has no holes or tears
-Securely attached to the fuselage via its mounting pins
-No damaged ribs, spars, or stringers
-Monokote has no holes or tears
-Securely attached to the fuselage
-No damage to the ribs or spars
-Monokote has no tears or holes
-Securely attached to their members
-Hinges aren’t damaged
-Control horns are secure
-Servos move freely without binding
-Properly mounted and secure in the fuselage
-Securely attached to the landing gear mount
-Not deformed or bent
-Wheels spin freely
-Fully charged prior to flight
-Securely attached in the fuselage
-All controls move the proper directions
-Flaperons have equal deflection
-Motor spins up freely with power

Wings

Tail Surfaces

Control Surfaces
Payload
Landing Gear
Battery
Control Checks

7.4. FLIGHT TEST PLAN
The flight tests for both aircraft were conducted after the completion of the first iteration in mid-December,
and were conducted in order. The Telemetry system was flown on the first four flights to collect data.
Table 7.3 Aircraft Flight Plan
Flight
Number
1

Flight
Description
Maiden Flight/
Trim Flight

2

Prop Tests

3

Payload Test

Aircraft
Both
Both
Both

Payload
None
None
Full Payload

Objectives
-Trim aircraft
-PA test various props
to find the ideal prop
-See if Aircraft can fly
with payload

None

-Aircraft is flown as
long as possible
PA- 7 minute goal
MSA- 5 minute goal

PA

Full Payload

-Fly PA competition
pattern with full payload

Competition
Test M1

MSA

None

-Fly competition pattern

Competition
Test M3

MSA

Full Payload

-Fly competition pattern
with full payload

4

Endurance Test

5

Competition
Test
M2

6

7

Both

Acceptance
Criteria
-Aircraft is
properly trimmed
-Find an ideal
propeller
-Aircraft flies with
simulated payload
-Aircraft flies close
to or exceeds
flight time goal
-PA completes
competition
payload
-MSA completes
competition
pattern
-MSA completes
competition
pattern
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Flight
Number

Flight
Description

Aircraft

Payload

Objectives

Acceptance
Criteria

None

-Perform various flight
loads on PA such as
smooth/hard landings
and moderate G
maneuvers
-Crash the PA
prototype and see how
quickly it can be rebuilt.

-PA can go from
damaged to flying
again within an
hour

PA
8

Load/Crash Test

8. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Flight testing and wind tunnel testing was completed to test the subsystems of both aircraft.
8.1. DEMONSTRATED SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
8.1.1.Propulsion Subsystem Flight Test Data
The PA used a Sunnysky V2216 800KV motor, with a 12-cell 1500mAh Elite battery which produced 3
pounds of thrust, and this was adequate to fly the PA with its payload, satisfying mission requirements. The
MSA used a Tiger U5 motor and a 23 cell battery produced enough thrust to fly the MSA at full throttle
around the mission course, also completing the mission objectives.
8.1.2.Flight Control Subsystem Test Data
The PA iteration 1 had adequate roll and pitch authority but poor yaw authority as predicted during design.
Iteration 2 still lacked roll control was lacking in windy conditions that are expected at competition. The MSA
iteration 1 had poor yaw and pitch control as predicted during design due to its large fuselage and small
tail. Iteration 2 had adequate roll and pitch control, but lacked yaw control still due to the fuselage size.
8.1.3.Structural Performance Data
Both aircraft proved to be capable of taking rough landings, and supporting full payload in high winds. Both
structures also met production objectives in terms of weight.
8.2. SUBSYSTEM RESULTS VS. PREDICTIONS
8.2.1.Propulsion Subsystem Discrepancies
The propulsion system of the PA iteration 1 produced the predicted 2.1 pounds of thrust, but testing
revealed that 3 pounds of thrust was required for the PA to fly with its payload, and this was addressed in
iteration 2 of the design. For the MSA, the predicted 5 pounds of thrust was adequate to fly the MSA and
meet performance requirements.
8.2.2.Flight Control Subsystem Discrepancies
The PA iteration 1 performed as predicted, but iteration 2 suffered from poor roll control despite having
larger control surfaces. This is due to weak servos, which will replaced with stronger ones in future
iterations. A similar problem occurred with the MSA, due to calculations made for a conventional tail and
not all moving control surfaces as done in both iterations.
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8.2.3.Structural Performance Discrepancies
The PA suffered from manufacturing defects that were rectified in following iterations, as well as a design
miscalculation for spar sizing. The MSA suffered from poor composites work in the tail leading to slop and
flutter in the all-moving control surfaces.
8.3. DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE
The full data from the telemetry is shown below. These values were sufficient to meet mission requirements.
The data was also very near what the design predicted for the aircraft.

Table 8.1 Mission Parameters for the MSA and PA
Mission
1
2
3

Aircraft
MSA
MSA
PA

Cruise Speed (ft/s)
50
58
54

Takeoff Distance (ft)
50
60
40

Max Current Draw (A)
30
30
20

8.4. SYSTEMS RESULTS VS. PREDICTIONS
The flight testing revealed the necessary changes to the design for future iterations that will improve the
competition results. These will be started on iteration 3 of both aircraft. The PA cannot fly stably with the
payload in the predicted wind conditions at competition. It has difficult handling characteristics that make
mission completion difficult. The MSA also suffers from control issues in wind due to the large fuselage
surface exposed to crosswinds. This also results in difficult handling characteristics. These match what was
predicted in design, and corrections to the problems will be implemented in the next iteration and enhance
EA’s competitiveness in Wichita.
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